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Abstract: Network intrusion detection models based on deep learning encounter problems in the
migration application. The performance is not as good as expected. In this paper, a network intrusion
detection method based on domain confusion is proposed to improve the migration performance
of the model. A domain confusion network is designed for feature transformation based on the
idea of domain adaptation, mapping the traffic data in different network environments to the same
feature space. Meanwhile, a regularizer is proposed to control the information loss in the mapping
process to ensure that the transformed feature obtains enough information for intrusion detection.
The experiment results show that the detection performance of the model in this paper is similar
to or even better than the traditional models, and the migration performance in different network
environments is better than the traditional models.

Keywords: network security; deep learning; network intrusion detection; domain adaptation; trans-
fer learning

1. Introduction

With the popularity of network infrastructure and the development of network-related
technologies, such as network communication, electronic payment, cloud storage, and the
Internet of Things, cyberspace has gradually become another major strategic space. At the
same time, the occurrence frequency and harmfulness of malicious network behavior are
increasing. How to efficiently maintain the stability and security of the network is one of
the important research contents in the area of network security.

Network traffic data can effectively represent the nature of a network behavior. In
addition, compared with other network data, network traffic data are easy to access and
sufficiently diverse. It is feasible to judge whether network behavior is malicious or not
based on network traffic data. In recent years, relevant technologies in the area of machine
learning, especially deep learning, have gradually become the mainstream method for
constructing a network intrusion detection model. Compared with traditional methods, a
network intrusion detection model based on deep learning has advantages in the accuracy
and speed of detection and offers broad development prospects. Many relevant studies
based on public datasets have achieved a favorable performance [1].

However, the network intrusion detection model based on deep learning also faces some
difficulties. SOMMER R et al. pointed out in reference [2] that although many academic
studies have proved its good detection performance and development potential, the detection
performance of a network intrusion detection model based on deep learning in practical
deployment is much lower than expected, which the author attributed to the differences
between network security scenarios and other application scenarios of deep learning.

The network environments are heterogeneous. Infrastructure equipment manufactur-
ers, network scope, network users, etc., constitute various network environments, such as
the Internet, national network, and enterprise network. We call the data space available for
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observation and sampling in a certain network environment the Network Data Domain
(NDD) of the network. An important reason why the performance of the same intrusion
detection model fluctuates greatly in different networks is that the NDDs of different net-
works differ in distribution. Deep learning completes various tasks by learning potential
patterns in data. Mathematically speaking, a deep learning model mainly completes the
fitting of mapping from feature space to output space. In the context of network intrusion
detection, an intrusion detection model is trained based on an NDD and has achieved
excellent detection performance. When it is migrated to another NDD, its mapping func-
tion does not change, but its detection performance declines significantly. This is because
different network environments obtain different NDDs.

To this problem, this paper proposes a network intrusion detection method based
on domain confusion, which trains a domain confusion network based on Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [3]. At the same time, a regularizer is added to cope with the
phenomenon of information loss in the process of feature transformation, so as to obtain
a feature representation of network traffic data with domain-invariance and a sufficient
amount of information. The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) Based on the idea of GANs, the adversarial training method of a domain confusion
network is designed, so that the domain confusion network can effectively reduce the
influence of the network’s environment on network traffic data, so as to close the distance
between different NDDs.

(2) Based on the idea of the Auto-Encoder (AE), the regular term of information loss is de-
signed, which can effectively limit the information loss of network traffic data in the process of
feature transformation. The regularizer can ensure that the subsequent feature representation
obtains enough information for intrusion detection, thus improving the accuracy.

(3) A network intrusion detection method is proposed, which has strong robustness to
network environmental noise. It is sensitive to the part of the network traffic data that is
conducive to detection, while insensitive to the part related to the environment, providing
a feasible solution for improving the migration application and practical deployment of the
network intrusion detection model based on deep learning.

2. Related Work

Network intrusion detection is one of the important research topics in the area of
network security. In recent years, with the rapid development of deep learning, several
excellent works based on deep learning have emerged. In reference [4], BONTEMPS L et al.
trained a network intrusion prediction model on the normal traffic data based on Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and then judged whether the network environment is in a
normal state by comparing the distance between the predicted value of the model and
the real value with a threshold value. Kim J et al. constructed a network intrusion detec-
tion model based on Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), which achieved 99.3% on accuracy
and 0.12% on false alarm rate on 10%KDD CUP99 [5]. Reference [6] proposed a net-
work intrusion detection model based on Non-Symmetric Deep Auto-Encoder (NDAE),
which achieved 97.85% on accuracy in the five classification tasks of NSL-KDD. In ad-
dition, there are many studies with an outstanding performance carried out on CTU-13,
UNSW-NB15, UGR’16, etc. [1]. Each of these datasets has its own purpose. For example,
UNSW-NB15 focuses on packet content analysis and is suitable for identifying encrypted
traffic. The success of network intrusion detection in various datasets also further proves
its advantages.

The performance of a network intrusion detection model based on deep learning
is relatively mature, but it is also faced with some problems. Reference [7] conducted a
study of 30 papers from top-tier security conferences within the past decade and analyzed
the pitfalls existing in the steps of constructing a security system based on deep learning,
pointing out that most of the studies did not take the limitations of actual conditions
into account, and the evaluation experiments were ideal. The problem mentioned in
reference [2] that the network intrusion detection models developed a striking gap in terms
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of actual deployments has not been solved. The research on the migration application of a
network intrusion detection model is slightly insufficient.

In the classic scenario of deep learning, the data distribution during application is often
assumed to be the same as that of training. However, in the actual scenario, the application
environment is often different from the training one, which leads to the degradation of
the model. In order to solve this problem, transfer learning comes into being, the core of
which is to find the relationship between existing and new knowledge. In transfer learning,
the data environment used for training is usually called the source domain, and the data
environment for the application is called the target domain. Domain Adaptation (DA) is a
method of transfer learning, which maps the features of different domains into the same
space, thus reducing the differences between the source domain and the target domain [8]
and finally obtaining the feature representation with domain-invariance.

GANs provide a method to effectively learn feature representation from samples
without massive annotated data [9]. It achieves this goal by updating two adversarial
neural networks through the back propagation algorithm. At present, the idea of generative
adversarial learning has achieved refreshing achievements in many areas, such as image
generation [10,11] and video generation [12]. In reference [13], the adversarial method is
introduced into the study of DA, and Domain Adversarial Neural Networks (DANNs)
were proposed. The authors added the domain error as a regularizer into the loss function
and completed training with a gradient reversal layer, achieving a good migration effect
in the area of image recognition. However, this work did not really involve GANs into
training. Combining the above works, a domain confusion network is designed to generate
the feature representation with domain-invariance.

The Auto-Encoder [14] is also one of the generation models. Its training goal is
to ensure that the output of the model is as similar as possible to the input, obtaining
meaningful feature representation by imposing constraints on the intermediate layers of
the neural network, such as limiting the number of perceptrons or the sparsity. If the output
and input of the model are close enough, the vector in the middle layer is considered
as a feature representation that can effectively represent the original data sample. This
algorithm inspired the design of the regularizer in this paper.

3. Method
3.1. Problem Modeling

The construction of network intrusion detection model based on deep learning requires
the support of massive datasets with well-annotated labels. Deep learning is a process
of approximating complex function through a large amount of data. The amount of
training datasets and the accuracy of annotation play an important role in determining the
performance of the model. The construction of qualified network security datasets is costly
and requires a long development period. Training an intrusion detection model with high
robustness to NDDs’ transformation is a more valuable and promising method.

There is an NDD DS from which a massive network dataset with well-annotated labels
TS can be obtained, corresponding to the training space for network intrusion detection
model. There is an NDD DT from which a massive network dataset without labels TT can
be acquired by tools, such as Wireshark, corresponding to the deployment environment of
network intrusion detection model. A robust network intrusion detection model should pay
enough attention to the part of the data that is conducive to classification, while neglecting
other parts, such as environmental noise.

Network traffic data are one of the most commonly used network security data to
construct network intrusion detection models. The experiment of this paper is based on it,
and it is related to the network environment to a certain extent. Take network protocols as
an example; the usage of network protocols varies in different network environments. The
usage of encryption protocols on the Internet is usually higher than that on the Intranet. It is
difficult to determine the correlation function between network traffic features and network
environment. Traditional methods cannot effectively solve this problem. It is a feasible
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scheme to transform network traffic features with deep learning, compressing environment-
related information and obtaining feature representation with domain-invariance.

3.2. Domain Confusion Network

The network intrusion detection model based on domain confusion consists of two
parts: domain confusion network, a feature extractor responsible for feature transformation,
and a classifier responsible for identifying malicious network behaviors. The domain
confusion network is responsible for mapping the traffic data of different NDDs into the
same feature space and retaining enough information for the classification work of the
classifier to ensure the classification accuracy.

Figure 1 shows the training process of the domain confusion model. In the figure
above, two neural networks appear, namely Network Domain Confusion Network and
Network Domain Discriminator. To map the traffic data of different NDDs into the same
space, the training process of the two models is adversarial to some extent.
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Domain confusion network maps network traffic data of DS and DT into F−Vectors
to obtain their corresponding feature representation, as shown in Equation (1).

Vs, VT = NC(Ts, TT ; θC) (1)

The task of domain discriminator is to identify the NDD to where the feature represen-
tation V∗ belongs. The output of domain discriminator is a scalar ND(V∗; θD), representing
the probability of feature representation V∗ belonging to DS. In the training process, we
completed the training of domain discriminator by minimizing classification errors, as
shown in Equation (2). On the contrary, domain confusion network was trained to maxi-
mize the classification error.

min[log(ND(VT ; θD))− log(ND(Vs; θD))] (2)

Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) is often used as a loss function for binary classification
problems, and its expression is shown in Equation (3). In the Equation, P represents the
output of the classification model, and Y is the expected result. When training is processed
in batches, yi represents the category of the i-th sample, and p(yi) represents the i-th output
of the model. With 0 indicating that the sample belongs to DS and 1 indicating that the
sample belongs to DT , the loss functions of domain discrimination network and domain
confusion network can be derived as Equations (4) and (5).

BCELoss = BCE(P, Y) = − 1
N

N

∑
i=1

[yi log(p(yi)) + (1− yi) log(1− p(yi))] (3)
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LossD =
1
2
[BCE(NC(TS; θC), [0, . . . , 0]) + BCE(NC(TT ; θC), [1, . . . , 1])] (4)

LossC = BCE(ND(NC(TT ; θC); θD), [0, . . . , 0]) (5)

In the above training process, the samples of different NDDs are first mapped to the
same feature space through domain confusion network, and then domain discriminator
is trained based on this batch of data, so that it can effectively identify the feature repre-
sentation of the traffic samples of NDDs. After this training, domain confusion network is
trained based on the outputs of the domain discriminator, making the feature representation
generated by domain confusion network more easily recognized by domain discrimination
network as coming from DS. After several rounds of the above steps, the loss value of the
two neural networks will level off. At this point, the system can be considered to be in
Nash equilibrium. In F−Vectors, the feature representation of the DT’s samples will be
closer to those of the DS’s samples. Ideally, domain discriminator cannot complete the
classification task. In this case, domain confusion network can be used to generate a feature
representation that is independent of network environment for traffic data. With the output
of domain confusion network as points in the feature space and domain discrimination
network as a hyperplane, the training process can be shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Training Process. Traffic samples are mapped to the points in the feature space as (a),
in which the orange ones represent these samples of source domain and the blue ones represent those
of target domain. The discriminator is trained based on the dataset as (b). The parameters in domain
confusion network are adjusted to make the points closer as (c). Then, the discriminator needs to
be updated as (d). After enough iterations, as (e) shows, the discriminator cannot complete its task
smoothly, and the probability that one point comes from source domain is about 0.5.

3.3. Information Loss Regularizer

When the above adversarial system reaches the equilibrium state, domain discrimina-
tor cannot accurately distinguish the feature representation of samples in different NDDs.
It can be considered that the part related to network environment is greatly reduced, and
the feature representation obtains domain-invariance. However, in the process of feature
transformation, the information carried by samples is decreased. In addition to the expected
reduction in the relevant part of network environment, the information of other parts is also
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inevitably affected, thus affecting the performance of the model. In order to deal with this
problem, it is necessary to add information loss regularizer to the loss function of domain
confusion network, so as to ensure that the subsequent feature representation has enough
information to judge whether the network behavior is malicious or not.

Considering the design of information loss regularizer, domain confusion network
was designed based on the idea of Auto-Encoder as shown in Figure 3. Mean Square Error
(MSE) was used to measure information loss, as shown in Equation (6).

R = MSE(X, Y) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Y− X)2 (6)
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The final loss function of domain confusion network is shown in Equation (7). λ is a
regularizer coefficient. If λ is too large, the model pays too much attention to the information
loss during the feature transformation, making the model difficult to reach convergence.

LossC = BCE(ND(NC(TT ; θC); θD), [0, . . . , 0]) + λMSE(TT , NC(TT ; θC)) (7)

The pseudocode of the training process is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The Training Process of Domain Confusion Network

def get_DCN():
# Load Data
data_Source = get_Data(source)
data_Target = get_Data(target)
# Initialize the Neural Network
DCN = base_network()
Discriminator = base_classifier()
# Multiple Epoches
for epoch in range(num_epoch):

# Multiple Batches
for batch_Source, batch_Target in data_Source, data_Target:

# Obtain Feature Representation
F_Source, F_Target = DCN (batch_Source), DCN (Batch_Target)
# Train the Discriminator
Pred_Source = Discriminator(F_Source)
Pred_Target = Discriminator(F_Target)
Preds = [Pred_Source, Pred_Target]
Expecteds = [0 in len(Pred_Source),1 in len(Pred_Target)]
## Loss of the Discriminator
Loss_Discriminator = BCE(Preds, Expecteds)
Loss_Discriminator.backward()
## Update the Discriminator
Discriminator.weights.update()
# Train the Domain Confusion Network
Preds_DCN = Discriminator(F_Target)
Expecteds_DCN = [0 in len(Pred_Target)]
## Loss of the Domain Confusion Network
Loss_DCN = BCE(Preds_DCN, Expected_DCN) + λ*MSE(F_Target, batch_Target)
## Update the Domain Confusion Network
DCN.weights.update()

# Obtain the DCN
return DCN

4. Experiment
4.1. Experiment Setup

As mentioned above, the network intrusion detection model based on domain con-
fusion requires two NDDs for construction. The experiment was carried out based on
CICIDS2017 and CICIDS2018 [15], which were developed by the Communications Security
Establishment (CSE) in collaboration with the Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity (CIC)
for evaluating the detection performance of an intrusion detection system. In reference [15],
the team evaluated eleven public datasets since 1998 and found that most of them were
out of date, and some of the datasets suffered from low reliability, lack of diversity, and
low volume. The CICIDS datasets followed eleven criteria for constructing baseline dataset
proposed in reference [16], including benign network behaviors and most up-to-date at-
tack behaviors, in which flow was taken as the basic unit. According to RFC3917 [17], a
network flow is defined as a set of packets that have the same quintuple (source IP address,
destination IP address, source port, destination port, and protocol number) within a certain
period of time.

Another decisive reason for choosing CICIDS datasets as the baseline is the similarity
between CICIDS2017 and CICIDS2018. The two datasets were obtained with the same
form by the development team in 2017 and 2018, respectively, for similar purposes using
similar configurations, which provided convenience for the experiment and eliminated the
work of feature alignment. Due to the complexity of network data, datasets constructed
by different research groups often have different purposes and use different collection
configurations and different forms, which greatly weakens the comparability among public
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datasets. Due to the privacy of network data, many public datasets do not provide complete
traffic data, but only provide partial observations, which makes it difficult to carry out
feature alignment. For example, KDD CUP’99 is collected from military networks and
provides TCP connection features, time-based features, and host state features for different
attacks. The similarities between CICIDS2017 and CICIDS2018 in terms of temporal and
spatial characteristics and collection configuration provide necessary conditions for the
implementation of the evaluation experiment.

Ten percent of CICIDS datasets was randomly selected for training, and then it was
divided into a training set and a test set in a ratio of 4:1. Based on CICFlowMeter [18], the
corresponding features were extracted from the traffic of a network flow. The shapes of
each dataset in the experiment are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The Shape of Experiment Datasets.

Name Shape

CICIDS2017_Train [226, 231, 77]
CICIDS2018_Train [659, 831, 77]
CICIDS2017_Test [56, 557, 77]
CICIDS2018_Test [164, 957, 77]

The experiment took binary classification as the main task, CICIDS2017 as the traffic
data of DS, and CICIDS2018 as the traffic data of DT . The traffic data of DT were involved
in the training process as unlabeled data. The parameter settings are shown in Table 2.
How to select the value of λ will be discussed below.

Table 2. The Parameters During Experiments.

Parameter Value

Optimizer Adam
Learning Rate 0.0001

Batch Size 128
Epoch Number 50

Regularizer Coefficient λ 0.1

It was necessary to process the data before the training. The pre-processing pseu-
docode is shown as Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Data Pre-Processing

def pre_processing(data):
# Load Data

data = get_Data(dataset)
# Feature Selection via CICFlowMeter with its default setting
data = feature_selection_via_CICFlowMeter(data)
# Data Cleaning, Drop Samples with Null
data = clean_Data(data)

# Obtain Feature and Label from Data
features, labels = data.split()
# Normalize Feature
features = StandardScaler(features)
# Label Encoding
labels = LabelMapper(labels)
# Obtain Data after Pre-processing
data = [features, labels]
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4.2. Domain Confusion Model

The experimental dataset is tabular data composed of 77 dimensional feature vec-
tors. For tabular data, multi-layer perceptron has a high processing efficiency [5]. The
domain confusion model was obtained based on the training method and the loss function
Equation (7) proposed above. The changes in loss with different λ during training are
shown in Figures 4–9.
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Figure 4. The Loss During Training (λ = 0.1).
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Figure 5. The Loss at The End of Training (λ = 0.1).

λ is the regularier coefficient in Equation (7), which to a certain extent represents the
model’s attention to information loss. Figures 4, 6 and 8 show the changes in loss of the
domain confusion network and domain discrimination network in the whole training stage
under different regularity coefficients. The blue line represents the loss of the domain
confusion network, and the orange one represents the loss of the domain discrimination
network. With the increase in iteration rounds, the loss of the two networks gradually be-
comes stable, which can be considered that the adversarial system reaches the equilibrium,
and the training of domain confusion model is completed.
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In addition, it can be seen from the above figures that the loss of the domain discrimi-
nation network reaches convergence relatively early. The training direction of the domain
confusion network in the later period is mainly determined by the regularier of information
loss. In the case of sufficient iteration rounds, a smaller λ (λ! = 0) can also be effective in
accomplishing its tasks.

Figures 5, 7 and 9 show the fluctuation of losses under different regularity coefficients
in the equilibrium state. The average loss of the domain confusion network and the domain
discrimination network under different regularity coefficients in the equilibrium stage is
shown in Table 3. The loss of the domain confusion network is proportional to λ, but the
loss of domain discrimination is not, making it an effective reference for system stability.

Table 3. The Average Losses of Different λ.

λ Confusion Network Loss Discriminator Loss

0.1 0.7736 0.6931
0.5 2.7282 0.6143
1.0 2.0472 0.6012

The goal of the domain confusion network is that the domain discrimination network
cannot accurately classify its output. The expected value given by the domain discrimi-
nation network is 50%, and the corresponding loss value is 0.6931. The closer the loss of
the domain discrimination network is to 0.6931, the stronger the domain-invariance of the
feature representation. Therefore, λ = 0.1 is preferred.

4.3. Migration Application

After the training of the domain confusion network, the network intrusion detection
model CN-MLPM was constructed based on DS with the domain confusion model as a
feature extractor. The baseline models MLPM and 1D-CNNM were constructed based on
the method in reference [5,19]. The evaluation experiment was conducted on the test set of
DS and DT . The experiment results are shown in Tables 4–6.

Table 4. The Loss During Training.

Model Training Loss Validation Loss Validation Accuracy

MLPM 0.092 0.073 96.91%
1D-CNNM 0.110 0.070 96.76%
CN-MLPM 0.105 0.088 95.14%
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Table 5. The Evaluation Results on CICIDS2017_Test.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

MLPM 96.13% 99.45% 91.94% 0.9554
1D-CNNM 92.51% 98.13% 91.03% 0.9444
CN-MLPM 96.15% 99.08% 92.92% 0.9590

Table 6. The Evaluation Results on CICIDS2018_Test.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

MLPM 71.10% 75.05% 91.29% 0.8237
1D-CNNM 72.91% 74.31% 92.56% 0.8243
CN-MLPM 76.17% 77.84% 96.30% 0.8609

As can be seen from the results, the detection performance of CN-MLPM on DS is very
close to that of MLPM in all indexes, which indicates that the network traffic data do not
lose a lot of information that is helpful to distinguish the nature of network behavior in
the feature transformation. On DT , the detection performance of CN-MLPM is superior
to MLPM, which indicates that the network intrusion detection model based on domain
confusion obtains robustness to network environmental noise and can effectively improve
the detection performance in the migration application.

In order to measure the degradation degree of different models, the D− ratio was
taken as an important indicator. Its calculation formula is shown in Equation (8), in which
the D− ratio refers to the degradation degree of different models, acc is the evaluation
accuracy of the model on DS, and acc′ is the evaluation accuracy of the model on DT .

D− ratio =
acc− acc′

acc
(8)

With the work of reference [20], the migration performance of various methods is
shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The Migration Performance of Various Methods.

Model Accuracy_DS Accuracy_DT D − Ratio

PCA 90.98% 67.48% 25.83%
Isolation Forest 91.11% 44.79% 50.84%
Auto-Encoder 94.26% 70.97% 24.71%

MLPM 96.13% 71.10% 26.04%
1D-CNNM 92.51% 72.91% 21.19%
CN-MLPM 96.15% 76.17% 20.78%

The model proposed in this paper has better robustness to the noise of the net-
work environment and can cope with the migration application of network intrusion
detection model.

5. Conclusions

Although the network intrusion detection model based on deep learning has achieved
remarkable performance, there is relatively little research on its migration application,
which greatly affects the promotion and productive application of deep learning in the area
of network security. This paper proposes a network intrusion detection method based on
domain confusion. Based on the idea of GANs and Auto-Encoder, a domain confusion
network is designed to process the traffic data, so as to reduce the part about network
environment in the sample as much as possible and, at the same time, to retain the part
that is helpful to distinguish the nature of network behavior. With the domain confusion
model, an intrusion detection model with high robustness to network environmental noise
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is constructed. Taking the network intrusion detection model as an example, this paper
provides a feasible idea for the deep model in the area to improve the generalization
performance, contributing to the actual deployment of network security systems based on
deep learning.

Network traffic data are only a perspective to observe network behavior. In addition
to the feature transformation method proposed in this paper, a more comprehensive way
to characterize network behavior, such as modeling the packets of a network flow with
the host state, is bound to further improve the generalization ability of deep models.
Meanwhile, some works based on unsupervised learning methods have been proved to
have better robustness, which is the direction of further research [21].
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